27.2 UV Ozone Cleaner

1. Open lid.

2. Place substrate in UV ozone cleaner.

3. Close lid and secure with knob.
4. From main screen press UV Ozone Cleaner button.

UV Ozone Cleaner Settings and Status screen will display.

5. Set desired cleaning and purging time by pressing the white box to right of set point.

The factory default for UV Cleaning Time SP: is +5.

The factory default for UV Chamber Purge Time SP: is +2.

6. Press green button on front of UV ozone cleaner to start process. Button will illuminate.
During the UV cleaning cycle the following information can be found on the UV Ozone Cleaner Settings And Status screen.

A. **UV Clean Cycle** – This indicates if the cycle is ON or OFF.

B. **UV Clean Cycle Status** – This is the current cycle; Cleaning or Purging.

C. **UV Cleaning Time Remaining** – This is the amount of time remaining in the cleaning process. The time will tick down until it reaches zero.

D. **UV Chamber Purge Time Remaining** – This is the amount of time remaining in the purge process. The time will tick down until it reaches zero.

Once the system reaches zeros (0) you have reached the end of the cycle and the process will automatically turn off.